Some studies have suggested that the memory advantage for negative emotional information over neutral information ("negativity effect") is reduced in aging. Besides the fact that most findings are based on immediate retrieval, the neural underpinnings of long-term emotional memory in aging have so far not been investigated. To address these issues, we assessed recognition of neutral and negative scenes after 1-and 3-week retention intervals in younger and older adults using functional magnetic resonance imaging. We further used an event-related design in order to disentangle successful, false, and true recognition. This study revealed four key findings: (1) increased retention interval induced an increased rate of false recognitions for negative scenes, canceling out the negativity effect (present for hit rates only) on discrimination in both younger and older adults; (2) in younger, but not older, adults, reduced activity of the medial temporal lobe was observed over time for neutral scenes, but not for negative scenes, where stable or increased activity was seen; (3) engagement of amygdala (AMG) was observed in older adults after a 3-week delay during successful recognition of negative scenes (hits vs. misses) in comparison with neutral scenes, which may indicate engagement of automatic processes, but engagement of ventrolateral prefrontal cortex was unrelated to AMG activity and performance; and (4) after 3 weeks, but not after 1 week, true recognition of negative scenes was characterized by more activity in left hippocampus and lateral occipito-temporal regions (hits vs. false alarms). As these regions are known to be related to consolidation mechanisms, the observed pattern may indicate the presence of delayed consolidation of true memories. Nonetheless, older adults' low performance in discrimination of negative scenes could reflect the fact that overall, after long delays of retention, they rely more on general information rather than on perceptual detail in making recognition judgments.
INTRODUCTION
Emotion is closely linked to memory because of its importance for survival (e.g., remembering that a previously experienced situation was life-threatening). Hence, negative emotions may enhance memory retrieval and be resistant to forgetting (Weymar et al., 2011) . Numerous studies have demonstrated better recognition of negative compared to neutral information in young adults (Kensinger, 2007) . This effect may partly reflect reduced forgetting via enhanced consolidation mechanisms (LaBar and Phelps, 1998; Sharot and Yonelinas, 2008; Pierce and Kensinger, 2011) . This "negativity effect" has been linked to engagement of the amygdala (AMG) in association with the hippocampus (HC) during processing of emotional information, notably at encoding (see Murty et al., 2010; Sabatinelli et al., 2011, for meta-analyses, and Dolcos et al., 2012 for a recent review). Fewer studies have investigated the neural underpinnings of emotional retrieval, especially after long retention intervals. Yet, these studies showed specific or more AMG activity during retrieval of emotional compared to neutral information, for retention intervals between 5 min and 1 year (Dolan et al., 2000; Dolcos et al., 2005; Schacter, 2005, 2007; Keightley et al., 2011) .
Socioemotional selectivity theory postulates increased emotion regulation with advancing adult age. This assertion is based on the perception of remaining lifetime driving motivations and goals (e.g., Carstensen et al., 1999) . Some research reveals a "positivity effect," where positive events are enhanced and therefore better remembered, along with a reduced "negativity effect," where negative events are more likely to be forgotten in older adults (Charles et al., 2003; Mather and Carstensen, 2005; Mather, 2008 Mather, , 2012 Spaniol et al., 2008; Reed and Carstensen, 2012) . However, while findings regarding the positivity effect converge toward a preservation of this effect in aging, results concerning the negativity effect are mixed, as several studies show a memory advantage of negative over neutral information also in older adults (Kensinger et al., 2002; Denburg et al., 2003; Otani et al., 2007; Murty et al., 2009; Gavazzeni et al., 2012) . To our knowledge, only Waring and Kensinger (2009) 
have tested the effect of retention interval on
Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org emotional memory in aging. Despite a general age-related decrease in recognition accuracy, both younger and older adults demonstrated similar memory enhancement for positive and negative scenes. Moreover, this effect was most pronounced for the longest retention interval (1 day vs. a few minutes), suggesting preserved consolidation mechanisms for emotional informating in aging, at least over 1 day of retention. Relatively little is known about how the brain processes emotional information in old age (see also Ebner et al., 2012; Pollock et al., 2012) . In the following, we review findings from four studies. In all of them, older participants showed a negativity effect, inconsistent with the Socioemotional selectivity theory. Both St Jacques et al. (2009b) and Kensinger and Schacter (2008) showed that AMG was engaged in both younger and older adults during successful encoding of negative pictures. In St Jacques et al., a hemispheric age-related difference was observed: there was greater activity in left AMG in the younger group, and greater activity in right AMG in the older group. By contrast, Fischer et al. (2010) reported age-related differences in brain activity during successful encoding of fearful faces: more AMG and HC activity was found in the younger group, and more activity in the right prefrontal cortex (PFC) was observed in the older group. Murty et al. (2009) scanned younger and older adults during emotional retrieval. Similar to Fischer et al. (2010) , the young exhibited more AMG activity, whereas the old showed more PFC activity. Overall, the emerging pattern from these studies is an agerelated reduction of AMG activity coupled with increased PFC activity during encoding and retrieval of emotional information. Some authors have interpreted this shift in patterns of activity as compensatory (Murty et al., 2009) , and others have argued that it reflects increased regulation of emotional processes with age-related differences in AMG-PFC functional connectivity (for review, see St Jacques et al., 2009a) . However, these interpretations are based on encoding data mostly, while Murty et al.'s encodingretrieval study was a blocked design, showing therefore sustained rather than transient brain activity, the latter allowing to investigate successful retrieval. Moreover, in the aforementioned studies, the retrieval session took place from 2 to 45 min after the encoding session, precluding conclusions about neural substrates of longterm emotional memory in aging. Hence, in the present study we sought to uncover transient neural activity during emotional long-term retrieval in aging. Fischer et al. (2010) noted an important feature of aging effects on recognition memory, namely the tendency to produce more false recognitions of negative emotional items among older adults. Emotionality may result in more false alarms (FA), because of greater semantic cohesiveness of emotional items (e.g., emotional items tend to belong to semantic categories in which instances share more features than for neutral items; Maratos et al., 2000; Marchewka et al., 2008) . In this case, individuals may base their recognition decision on general characteristics, or in other words on familiarity processes. Conversely, others have argued that emotionality may reduce false memories, because emotion increases item distinctiveness (Kensinger and Corkin, 2004 ; for review, see Kensinger, 2012) . In this case, recognition would be based on recollection mechanisms (e.g., recognition of specific features of the items). Thus, findings are mixed and the studies in question used short retention intervals. In a study of younger adults, Howe et al. (2010) found a significant increase of false recognitions for negative, but not for neutral, items from immediate to 1-week retrieval. Older adults tend to rely more on familiarity than on recollection in making recognition judgments (Bastin and van der Linden, 2003; Howard et al., 2006; Prull et al., 2006) , which is known to increase false recognitions. Thus, the increase of false recognitions of negative items over time observed by Howe et al. in young adults may be exacerbated in older age, which may contribute to a reduced negativity effect in true recognition (discrimination) after long retention intervals.
In this study, younger and older adults underwent functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) during recognition of negative and neutral scenes at three occasions over 3 weeks. Here, we present behavioral and neural findings associated with recognition of negative and neutral scenes after 1 and 3 weeks of retention in relation to age. We were particularly interested in uncovering the effect of retention interval on the effect of negative emotion on memory in the presence of lures. The elaboration of an eventrelated fMRI design allowed us to study brain activity associated with successful, false, and true recognition.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

PARTICIPANTS
Twenty younger and 20 older adults, all right-handed, were recruited. No subject reported any previous or current psychiatric, neurological or medical disease, and none was taking psychoactive medication or abused any substances. They were paid 1,500 SEK for their participation. The study was approved and conducted in accordance with guidelines established by the regional ethics committee, and written consent was obtained from all participants prior to the start of the study. All subjects initially underwent a cognitive battery. Their performance indicated that they were representative of their age cohorts, with typical negative age differences in fluid cognitive tasks along with no age differences in crystallized cognitive tasks. Because of misunderstanding of the MRI task (n = 2), technical issues (n = 1), MR findings (n = 1), or too few events to be analyzed in the fMRI data (n = 2), 19 young and 15 old subjects were retained for analyses. Their characteristics and cognitive scores are shown in Table 1 .
GENERAL PROCEDURE
The emotional memory task took place at three time points. At Session 1 (S1), subjects underwent intentional encoding of the material and immediate recognition. One week later, they came back and underwent the second recognition session (S2). Three weeks after S1 they undertook the third recognition session (S3). Subjects were scanned at all retrieval sessions (Figure 1) .
MATERIALS AND TASKS
The task was displayed by means of E-prime (Psychology Software Tools Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, USA) using an IBM ThinkPad 390 computer (IBM, San Jose, CA, USA). The pictures were projected onto a screen in the scanner room using a Philips Hoper HG 20 Impact LCD projector (Philips Corp., Eindhoven, The Netherlands), positioned approximately 3 m in front of the scanner. Stimuli were Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org Years of education 15.8 ± 1.8 14.2 ± 3.6* p = 0.11
Vocabulary (synonym task, max = 30) 24.7 ± 2.9 26.4 ± 2.6 p = 0.09
Associative memory (verbal paired associates)
Strong associates (max = 18) 16 ± 2.1 15.3 ± 1.9 p = 0.35
Weak associates (max = 18) 13.1 ± 3.8 7.7 ± 3.4 p < 0.001
Free recall (max = 16) 10.6 ± 2.7 6.6 ± 2.3 p < 0.001
Verbal fluency
Category (fruits + clothes) 34.8 ± 6.7 34.5 ± 7.2 p = 0.89
Letter (A + F) 31.5 ± 10.9 30.1 ± 5.0 p = 0.63
Perceptual speed
Figure comparison (max = 30) 21.7 ± 2.4 15.1 ± 2.9 p < 0.001
Letter comparison (max = 20) 9.9 ± 2.9 7.2 ± 3.3 p = 0.02
Working memory n-back 2-Back (max = 10) 9 ± 0.8 6.6 ± 2.1 p < 0.001 3-Back (max = 9) 6.8 ± 1.1 4.4 ± 2.5 p < 0.001
Mean ± SD; *one missing value.
presented via a mirror system, which was placed on top of the head coil 2-5 cm from the subjects' eyes. The material consisted of 450 pictures selected from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS, Lang et al., 2008) . At encoding, 150 neutral and 150 negative pictures were presented, together with 90 null events (three black crosses on a white background with button press). Subjects were told to memorize the scenes for later retrieval, and to rate the valence of the pictures as neutral or negative. Fifty pictures of each type (neutral, negative) were shown as targets at each recognition session together with 25 lures of each type and 45 null events. The three types of events (targets, lures, null events) were inter-mixed. The order of events was identical for all subjects in order to control for between-person order effects. The pictures were presented during 3.5 s each, and were separated by a cross (on a white background) that lasted for 2-3 s. Participants responded by button presses to indicate whether or not pictures were shown during encoding (yes/no recognition). Overall, negative scenes were more arousing than neutral scenes, and these two categories (negative, neutral) also differed according to the living/non-living dimension. Importantly, within each emotional category of items, the sets of scenes did not differ on valence, arousal, and living/non-living dimensions across sessions of retrieval (no main effect of session and no interaction between emotion and session on valence, arousal, and living/non-living dimensions). Although lures were more arousing than targets, this should not have had any effect on findings as this factor did not interact with emotion or session of retrieval (Table A1 in Appendix). The material was distributed and balanced across the retrieval sessions to reach the aforementioned criteria according to normative data and results from a pilot study.
NEUROIMAGING
The study was carried out on a GE 1.5 T MRI scanner using an eight-channel head coil. For the event-related functional scanning, an EPI (echo planar imaging) sequence was used with the following parameters: Repetition time (TR) = 2,500 ms (32 axial slices acquired in an interleaved order), echo time (TE) = 40 ms, flip angle = 90˚, field of view (FOV) = 22 cm, slice thickness = 4.5 mm, in-plane resolution = 3.4 mm × 3.4 mm, interslice spacing = 0.5 mm. To avoid signals arising from progressive saturation, four dummy scans were performed prior to image acquisition. Each recognition task (S1, S2, and S3) was run within one session of 19.5 min, resulting in 482 EPI volumes per session. Structural T1-weighted images were also collected with the following parameters: TR = 24 ms (124 coronal slices acquired), TE = 6 ms, flip angle = 35˚, FOV = 22 cm, slice thickness = 1.5 mm, in-plane resolution = 0.86 mm × 0.86 mm, no gap.
ANALYSES
Behavioral data
Hits (H) and FA were calculated following the procedure described by Snodgrass and Corwin (1988) , where a correction was applied by adding +0.5 to H (and FA) and +1 to the number of targets (and lures), e.g., H = (N hits + 0.5)/(N targets + 1). Discrimination was calculated by subtracting FA from H. Analyses of variance were conducted on Hits, FA, and Discrimination with the factors Age (Younger, Older), Session (S1, S2, S3), and Emotion (Neutral, Negative).
Neuroimaging data
SPM8 (Statistical Parametric Mapping, Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London) 1 implemented in Matlab 7.13 (Mathworks, Inc., MA, USA) was used to analyze the imaging data.
Preprocessing. The structural T1 images were aligned to the standard MNI template (Montreal Neurological Institute) and voxelbased morphometry was run using the VBM8 toolbox of SPM8 (with DARTEL spatial normalization, Ashburner, 2007) , using the default parameters. The normalized gray matter (GM) images were used for volumetric assessment (see Results and HC and AMG Age-Related Atrophy). Furthermore, a binary GM mask was built for use as an explicit mask in the fMRI analyses: using the ImCalc function of SPM, an average GM image was created from the individual normalized GM images of all participants, and this image was transformed into a binary mask. We also built two groupspecific GM masks for within-group analyses (younger, older).
The fMRI dataset was preprocessed using the following steps: first correction for differences in slice timing was applied within each EPI volume (the middle slice was the reference slice), then the images were spatially realigned (the mean EPI image created by SPM was co-registered to the corresponding T1 image, and all volumes were realigned to the mean EPI image) and unwarped. The images were then spatially normalized to the MNI template, resampled to a voxel size of 2 mm 3 , and smoothed with an 8-mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian filter kernel. Statistics. For the fMRI data, single-subject contrasts were set up using the general linear model and group data were analyzed with a random-effects model. All models were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function as implemented in SPM. Ten regressors were constructed in order to capture the variance of all events (see bottom panel of Figure 1 , showing the eight regressors of interest, to which two other regressors were added: baseline and no responses). All events were modeled as delta functions. Covariates of no interest included the six realignment parameters to further account for signal-changes related to inadvertent head motion. Subject analyses were run separately for each retrieval session.
At the group level, statistical parametric maps were generated voxel by voxel using factorial designs. The contrast of interest used to assess brain areas whose activity was related to successful recognition was "H − Misses (M)." The data of Session 1 were not analyzed because of too few M; therefore only the data of S2 and S3 were used in this study. Although the design of the study contains three factors, we conducted separate factorial designs with two factors each as follows: (1) two within-age-group ANOVAs were conducted with the factors Session (S2, S3) and Emotion (Neutral, Negative); (2) two within-session ANOVAs were conducted with the factors Age (Younger, Older) and Emotion (Neutral, Negative); and (3) two within-emotional-valence ANOVAs were conducted with the factors Session (S2, S3) and Age (Younger, Older). This decision was based on the fact that contrasts that do not span all conditions (or cells) at the second-level analyses are not recommended in multifactorial designs. For instance, if the three-way ANOVA was carried out and the interaction of interest (e.g., Emotion × Session) lied within the younger but not the older group, the sphericity assumption (i.e., pooled variance across all factors) may not be fulfilled. Hence, conducting two-way ANOVAs allowed testing all potential interactions without ruling out the sphericity assumption.
Brain areas related to false recognitions were assessed in the older group and only for negative items at S2 and S3. This restriction to the older group and to negative items was due to the number of events: Too few events of this type occurred in the younger group and overall in the neutral condition, precluding meaningful analyses. One older adult produced only four FA at S2 but we decided to keep this subject in the analyses (his presence did not alter the pattern of findings and he was not an outlier at the neuroimaging level). To fathom the neural basis of false recognition of negative scenes, we computed t -tests using the contrasts FA vs. correct rejections (CR) and H vs. FA separately for S2 and S3. Therefore, we distinguished the terms "successful recognition" and "true recognition." Successful recognition was assessed with the contrast "H vs. M," regardless of the cognitive processes or confidence with which the subjects made their recognition decision. At the cognitive level, this contrast corresponds to Hits only.
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True recognition was assessed with the contrast "H vs. FA"; given the proportion of FA especially in the older adults for the negative items (see Results), it is likely that many negative Hit responses were made based on the same processes or confidence as for negative FA -thus, removing FA-related brain activity from Hit-related activity may show brain areas whose activity was related to true recognition. At the cognitive level, this contrast corresponds to discrimination.
At the voxel level, we used an uncorrected threshold of p < 0.001 (cluster threshold k > 20 contiguous voxels). For the a priori HC (left, right) and AMG (left, right) regions of interest (ROIs) we used a threshold of p < 0.0125 (i.e., p < 0.05 corrected for four ROIs, and k > 20). ROIs were taken from the WFU Pickatlas (Maldjian et al., 2003) and the AAL atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) . Contrast values as displayed on the graphs were extracted from the clusters of interest (over all voxels of the given clusters) using the eigenvariate tool in SPM.
RESULTS
BEHAVIORAL DATA
Hits
As shown in Figure 2 , no main effect of Age was found (F < 1). A reduction in hits from S1 through S3 was observed over age groups (F = 191.5, p < 0.001 ). An interaction between Age and Session (F = 10.0, p < 0.001) indicated that at S1 the younger adults produced more hits than the older adults (F = 31.3, p < 0.001), whereas no difference was found at S2 and S3 (F < 1 and F = 1.9, p = 0.17, respectively). Overall, higher recognition of negative scenes in comparison with neutral scenes was found (F = 16.9, p < 0.001), and there was no significant interaction between Emotion and Age (F < 1). There was a significant interaction effect between Session and Emotion (F = 18.9, p < 0.001): The negativity effect was significant at S2 and S3 (F = 6.2, p = 0.02 and F = 42.2, p < 0.001, respectively), but not at S1 (F < 1).
False alarms
The older group produced more FA than the younger group (F = 22.9, p < 0.001), and the overall proportion of FA increased over time (F = 8.0, p < 0.001), more so between S1 and S2 (F = 7.2, p = 0.01), the difference between S2 and S3 was not significant (p = 0.15). No significant interaction between Age and Session was observed (F < 1). More negative than neutral FA were produced (F = 71.7, p < 0.001). The interaction effect between Age and Emotion (F = 23.7, p < 0.001) indicated that this effect was more pronounced in the older group (Older: F = 79.6, p < 0.001; Younger: F = 7.3, p = 0.01). The significant interaction between Session and Emotion (F = 18.9, p < 0.001) reflected no increase of neutral FA over the three sessions (F s < 1), but a significant increase of negative FA from S1 to S2 (F = 15.9, p < 0.001; S2-S3: p = 0.15). The three-way interaction was not significant (p = 0.21). These results are displayed in Figure 2 .
Discrimination (hits − false alarms)
Taking FA into account had a significant impact on the main age effect and the negativity effect described above for hits (Figure 2) . First, overall discrimination was higher in the younger than in the older group (F = 22.5, p < 0.001). Discrimination decreased over the three sessions (F = 243.6, p < 0.001), and the interaction between Age and Session (F = 6.6, p = 0.002) indicated significantly higher discrimination in the younger compared to the older group at S1 and S2 (F = 40.6, p < 0.001 and F = 14.1, p < 0.001, respectively), but not at S3 (F = 1.9, p = 0.17). Discrimination was higher for neutral compared to negative scenes (F = 6.6, p = 0.002). However, the significant interaction between Age and Emotion (F = 17, p < 0.001) indicated that the superiority of discrimination of neutral over negative scenes was only significant in the older group (Older: F = 20.2, p < 0.001; Younger: F = 1.3, p = 0.26). Also, linear forgetting was seen in the younger group over time for both neutral and negative scenes. Although the three-way interaction was at trend level (F = 2.4, p = 0.10), we performed follow-up tests that indicated that, in the older group, the discrimination advantage of neutral over negative scenes was significant at S1 and S2 but not at S3 (S1: F = 10.4, p = 0.003; S2: F = 19, p < 0.001; S3: F = 2.3, p = 0.14). Moreover, higher discrimination of neutral scenes in the younger compared to the older group was significant only at S1 (F = 13.9, p < 0.001), and discrimination was significantly higher in the younger group for negative scenes at S1 and S2 (F = 55.7, p < 0.001 and F = 31.9, p < 0.001, respectively), but only at trend level at S3 (F = 3.3, p = 0.08).
Over the three ANOVAs, assessment of power of the significant effects was performed, as the sample size was quite small. Considering 0.80 as the cut-off, all significant main effects and interactions were above this threshold (0.90 < power < 1) except the main effect of emotion for discrimination (neutral > negative) where the power was of 0.71.
In summary, taking into account false recognitions, which greatly increased over time for negative scenes, canceled out the negativity effect that was seen for hits in both the younger and older groups, this effect being more pronounced in the old. Contrary to our prediction, no negativity effect was observed for discrimination in the two age groups.
NEUROIMAGING RESULTS
Successful long-term retrieval by age group
Hits vs. misses. As shown in Figure 3A (see also Table A2 in Appendix), in the younger group, successful recognition was characterized by strong left PFC activity (ventro-and dorso-lateral) as well as activity in left lateral parietal cortex and right cerebellum. Significant activity linked to successful recognition in the young was also detected in bilateral HC and AMG. In the older group, the strongest activity for this contrast was located in posterior areas such as precuneus, posterior cingulate, and retrosplenial cortex, lateral parietal and occipito-temporal areas, as well as cerebellum. A smaller cluster located in left ventrolateral PFC (VLPFC) also showed significant activity. Bilateral HC was also significantly more activated for H than for M.
Session. In the younger group, the strongest session difference was found in occipital areas and striatum, with more activity at S2 than at S3. HC and right AMG were also more activated at S2 in comparison with S3 in the young ( Figure 3A ; Table A2 in Appendix). In the older group, no effect of session was found.
Emotion. In the younger group, left lateral PFC was more activated in the negative condition in comparison with the neutral condition; we also found activity in left AMG but below the chosen extent threshold (p < 0.0125, but k = 13 voxels). In the older group, only an area in right HC was more activated during successful recognition of negative scenes in comparison with neutral scenes. In no case did successful recognition of neutral scenes elicit more activity than negative scenes ( Figure 3A ; Table A2 in Appendix).
Session × emotion interaction. In the younger group, activity of several regions mainly located in medial temporal lobe (MTL) varied as a function of session and emotion. At the whole-brain level, activity in posterior parahippocampal cortex (bilaterally) and left lateral parietal cortex diminished from S2 to S3 for successful retrieval of neutral scenes, whereas activity in these regions increased for successful retrieval of negative scenes. At the ROI level, activity in left HC and AMG diminished from S2 to S3 for successful retrieval of neutral scenes, whereas it remained stable for successful retrieval of negative scenes ( Figure 4 ; Table 2 ). In the older group, the Session × Emotion interaction was not significant for any brain region.
Successful long-term retrieval by session
Hits vs. misses. As shown in Figure 3B (see also Table A3 in Appendix), activity was found at S2 in left PFC as well as in posterior cortical areas, and also in the HC bilaterally and the right AMG. By contrast, more cerebellar activity was seen at S3, where more HC activity was also revealed.
Age. The older adults showed more activity in comparison with their younger counterparts at both sessions and mostly in posterior brain areas; this effect was most pronounced at S3 ( Figure 3B ; Table A3 in Appendix).
Emotion. At S3, successful retrieval of negative scenes elicited more activity in HC bilaterally and in right AMG in comparison with retrieval of neutral scenes. Activity in right parahippocampal/fusiform cortex, dorsomedial PFC, and precuneus showed the Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org shown at p < 0.001 uncorrected, and ROI results (HC, AMG) shown at p < 0.0125. *In the younger group the cluster size of the emotion effect in the AMG is below the extent threshold set for significance (k = 13 < 20 voxels).
same pattern. By contrast, at S2, other regions (cerebellum and inferior parietal cortex) showed more activity during retrieval of neutral in comparison with negative scenes ( Figure 3B ; Table A3 in Appendix).
Age × emotion interaction. No significant effects were found at S2 and S3. Nonetheless, plotting the effect of Emotion (Negative > Neutral) described above in right AMG ( Figure 5A ) suggested the existence of an interaction effect, such that the main effect of Emotion was driven by the older group. Followup analyses confirmed that at S3 the difference of AMG activity between neutral and negative scenes was significant in the older group only, at p = 0.007, with more activity for negative scenes.
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Successful long-term retrieval by emotional valence
Hits vs. misses. As shown in Figure 3C (and Table A4 in Appendix), for both the neutral and negative scenes, HC was activated bilaterally, whereas AMG was activated only for negative scenes, especially in the right hemisphere (subthreshold in the left, k = 13 voxels). Although activity was found in similar regions for both types of scenes such as VLPFC and parietal areas with a strong asymmetry toward the left hemisphere, more widespread activity was found for the negative scenes where other areas were also activated (cingulate gyrus, occipital and temporal regions, and thalamus).
Session. At the whole-brain level, only a small region in right cerebellum showed increased activity at S3 in comparison with S2 for the negative scenes. Further, activity in HC dropped from S2 to S3 for both types of scenes, but the effect was much more pronounced for the neutral scenes: Although only a small portion of right HC showed decreased activity for negative scenes, larger HC areas bilaterally showed such a decrease for neutral scenes. Moreover, although AMG was not activated for the main effect (H − M), we found decreased activity over time in right AMG for the neutral (but not the negative) scenes ( Figure 3C ; Table A4 in Appendix).
Age. For both types of scenes, older adults showed more activity in comparison with younger adults. This effect was seen in posterior brain regions (occipital, parietal, and lateral temporal regions) and to a lesser extent in HC ( Figure 3C ; Table A4 in Appendix).
Session × age interaction. No brain area showed a significant interaction for the neutral scenes. For negative scenes, activity of right VLPFC (BA 45) increased from S2 to S3 in the older group, whereas it decreased in the younger group over time ( Figure 5B ; age. Bilateral involvement may reflect complementary processes according to the nature of the material (visual and verbal).
Correlational analyses
Correlations were performed between activity in AMG, VLPFC, and HC, and between activity in these areas and performance for negative scenes, both Hits and Discrimination. Four older individuals were considered as outliers in these analyses as their brain data were >2 SDs and were therefore excluded from these analyses. Results are shown in Table 3 , but should be considered cautiously due to the small sample size. In the younger group at S2, positive correlations were found between activity in AMG and VLPFC. As VLPFC was significantly activated at the group level, the significant correlations with AMG activity indicate that these two regions may interact during successful recognition of negative scenes. Correlations with performance mostly indicate that left-but not right-sided structures (HC, VLPFC) contributed to performance, except for right AMG whose activity was positively linked to performance. However, the fact that right HC and VLPFC were significantly correlated with AMG suggests an indirect contribution to performance. At S3, activity in AMG was positively correlated with performance (negative hits), but in contrast with S2, right (but not left) VLPFC activity was negatively correlated with the proportion of negative hits. However, at this session, VLPFC was not significantly activated during retrieval of negative scenes at the group level. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that mainly automatic mechanisms as subserved by the AMG (as opposed to controlled processes subserved by the PFC) are involved in successful recognition of negative scenes in younger adults. The opposite role of these two regions was substantiated with the negative correlation between activity in AMG and right VLPFC. In contrast with S2, HC activity did not correlate with any of the other measures at S3, suggesting diminished contribution of this structure to performance with increasing retention interval.
In the older group, at S2, activity in right AMG did not correlate with performance, whereas right (but not left) VLPFC activity correlated positively with negative hits, suggestive of beneficial controlled mechanisms, in interaction with right HC, whose activity was also correlated with right VLPFC. However, right VLPFC was not significantly activated at the group level during successful retrieval of negative scenes, which goes against a compensatory interpretation. VLPFC was activated only at S3, suggesting delayed involvement of this region compared with the younger group.
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Overall, AMG activity was positively correlated with performance in the younger group in the two retrieval sessions, suggesting a specific role of the AMG in successful recognition of negative scenes regardless of time, and a trend toward a similar relationship in the older group was only seen after 3 weeks retention. Interestingly, at Session 2, only activity in left VLPFC and HC was associated with performance in the young group. Regarding activation of left and right VLPFC in the older group at S3, no relationship was found with either AMG activity or performance, suggesting no compensation or increased emotional regulation at retrieval.
Successful, false, and true recognition of negative scenes in the older group
As shown in Figure 6 and Table 4 , at S2, same areas were activated during successful (H > M) and false (FA > CR) recognition, including right HC and left fronto-parietal regions. Consequently, the direct comparison between H and FA showed very few differences, suggestive of similar neurocognitive processes involved in successful and false retrieval. At S3 the pattern of results was different. More activity in several regions was found during successful in comparison with false recognition. The direct contrast between H and FA, thought to unveil brain areas associated with true recognition, showed more activity for H in lateral occipito-temporal areas, left temporo-parietal junction, and left HC.
HC and AMG age-related atrophy
Because age-related differences were observed in the fMRI data for HC and AMG, we examined whether these effects could be due to local atrophy. There were two reasons for these additional analyses: first, several recent studies have demonstrated that more, or less, brain activity in older adults was partly driven by gray-matter losses, thus providing a biological underpinning for activity difference in aging (e.g., ; for review, see ; second, as noted in the introduction, a previous study on emotional memory in aging (St Jacques et al., 2009b) showed an hemispheric asymmetry in AMG activity in younger and older adults (more left activity in the young and more right activity in the old) that is difficult to explain. The current fMRI results showed: (1) More HC activity in older compared to younger adults, (2) Bilateral AMG involvement in the young, but mostly right AMG activity in the old (as in the St Jacques et al.'s study). After transformation of the functional HC and AMG clusters into ROIs, we overlaid the newly created binary masks on the individual unsmoothed, MNI-normalized and modulated gray-matter images preprocessed with the VBM8 toolbox as mentioned in the Section "Materials and Methods," and extracted with MRIcroN the mean intensity for each cluster of interest, representing GM volume in this specific area 2 . We found no significant atrophy in the investigated HC areas that showed more activity in the older compared to the younger group [Clusters: (1) Age effect in Session 2: t = 0.69, p = 0.49; (2) Age effect in Session 3: t = 1.73, p = 0.09; (3) Age effect in Negative condition: t = 1.73, p = 0.09; and (4) Age effect in Neutral condition: t = 1.74, p = 0.09]. Similarly, we found no evidence for atrophy in right AMG, but left AMG showed significant gray-matter volume loss in the older group [Clusters for left AMG: (1) Emotion × Session interaction . These findings suggest that the age-related HC over-activation is unlikely to be driven by gray-matter losses, and that the lateralization effect seen in AMG may be due to structural deterioration of left AMG in aging. Specifically, in this task context only the structurally intact right AMG may be used to perform the emotional recognition task in older adults.
DISCUSSION
The main aims of this study were to test the negativity effect over 1 and 3 weeks in younger and older adults, and to investigate the brain correlates of long-term successful, false, and true recognition. In long-term recognition, the negativity effect found for hits was canceled out when taking into account false recognitions, and this effect was present in both groups with a magnification of the effect in the older adults. MTL activity, including HC and AMG, was present in general during successful recognition of negative scenes, but its activity was modulated according to session of retrieval and age. Findings related to brain regions involved during successful and false recognition of negative scenes in older adults are discussed in terms of impaired recollection processes.
TESTING THE NEGATIVITY EFFECT
Although previous studies showed a robust negativity effect in young adults such that negative items are better remembered than neutral items, findings are mixed in older adults, with a trend toward a reduced negativity effect in true recognition. However, in most of these studies, the delay of retention was short (for meta-analysis, see Murphy and Isaacowitz, 2008 ). Here we show that, for hit rates, where no age-related difference was found in performance, both younger and older adults showed a negativity effect that increased over time. Further, more false recognitions of negative scenes were observed over time; this effect was especially marked in the old. Thus, H and FA canceled each other out, resulting in an absence of a negativity effect in the younger group in terms of discrimination, and higher discrimination of neutral than negative scenes in the older group over the three retrieval sessions. Also, global discrimination was higher in the younger group, except after 3 weeks of retention where age differences no longer were observed.
These results are in accordance with the view that negative emotional stimuli are more prone to memory distorsion than neutral stimuli. This may reflect that emotional items generally have a higher semantic cohesiveness; they share more characteristics within categories than neutral items (Maratos et al., 2000; Marchewka et al., 2008) . Indeed, contrary to the neutral scenes, the negative scenes in the IAPS can be grouped into categories like "snakes," "guns," and "blood" (Figure 1) . In line
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www.frontiersin.org with our hypothesis, the findings suggest that older adults, relatively to younger adults, are more prone to falsely recognize a negative scene because they may base their recognition on categories or more general features rather than on perceptual detail. Second, our results extend Howe et al.'s (2010) findings on young adults to older adults, showing that the increase of false emotional memories over time is magnified in aging. This disproportionate increase of FA in the older group was striking; the percentage of negative FA was 40% at both S2 and S3. Although the results suggest stabilization of performance from week 1 to 3 with no further forgetting of negative scenes, no further increasing proportion of false negative recognitions in the older adults, and normalization of performance in comparison with the younger group over the last 2 weeks, these effects were likely a consequence of a floor effect. Indeed, older adults displayed a rapid decline of performance already at Session 2, reaching a very low discrimination score (but not proportion of hits) at Session 3. Overall, memory accuracy for negative scenes was not better than that of neutral scenes, especially in older adults, thus supporting Socioemotional selectivity theory in aging (Mather, 2012) .
However, a recent study from our lab with a retention interval of 1 year demonstrated better memory accuracy for negative compared to neutral scenes in both younger and older adults (Gavazzeni et al., 2012) . This further highlights the importance of retention intervals and might reflect that very long-term consolidation of negative scenes may result in a re-established negativity effect in both age groups. Perhaps more importantly, the lack of negativity effect in the younger group on long-term memory accuracy may be due to the material used. As aforementioned, IAPS contains many items that can easily be grouped into semantic categories. Information regarding this possible grouping of items into categories is usually not provided in previous studies, and differences on this dimension across studies may explain discrepant findings. Indeed, in their study on false memory, Howe et al. (2010) showed, in young adults, no valence effects for unrelated lures on FA rates, but significant higher FA rates for related negative emotional lures than for related neutral lures, substantiating the importance to consider this factor in emotional memory studies.
EMOTION AND SESSION OF RETRIEVAL MODULATE MTL ACTIVITY
The involvement of HC has been the focus of studies in which retention interval has been manipulated (Andreasen et al., 1995; Stark and Squire, 2000; Dupont et al., 2001; Bosshardt et al., 2005a,b; Takashima et al., 2006 Takashima et al., , 2009 Janzen et al., 2008; Suchan et al., 2008; Viskontas et al., 2009) . A controversy exists in the literature, with two opposing theories: Multiple trace theory claims that HC is systematically engaged when retrieving information from long-term memory whatever the remoteness, whereas the standard model posits that HC disengages with increasing remoteness (for review, see Winocur and Moscovitch, 2011) . Research has largely ignored the role of emotion in modulating the effect of passage of time on HC activity. Our findings underscore the point that emotion modulates the engagement of the MTL during recognition of scenes over time, but only in young adults (Figure 4) . For HC and other MTL structures (posterior parahippocampal cortex bilaterally and left AMG), activity decreased over time for successful recognition of neutral scenes, in agreement with the standard model. However, activity remained stable or increased for successful recognition of negative scenes, in line with Multiple trace theory. Additional correlations between HC activity and performance during successful recognition of negative scenes revealed that increased activity in left HC was associated with higher performance in young adults after 1 week but not after 3 weeks of retention, indicative of reduced function of the structure at the cognitive level with increasing remoteness.
AGING EFFECTS ON THE NEURAL SUBSTRATES OF LONG-TERM SUCCESSFUL RETRIEVAL
Both the younger and older groups showed activity in brain areas typically associated with successful episodic retrieval such as fronto-parietal areas and HC (Figure 3) . This pattern of activity was strongly left-lateralized regarding neocortical regions. Retrieval in episodic memory has been traditionally related to right-sided activity notably in the PFC (Tulving et al., 1994) ; however a recent meta-analysis showed that successful retrieval elicited more left-lateralized regions (Spaniol et al., 2009) . The left-sided preference found here could also reflect task difficulty. Some previous studies showed a hemispheric modulation according to the difficulty of the task and the specific cognitive processes needed to Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org solve such tasks (Nolde et al., 1998; Cabeza et al., 2003) . Although we used a recognition task, supposedly easy to carry out, the 1-and 3-week delays of retention may have contributed to increased task difficulty, where subjects may have had to generate more cues in order to decide whether a scene had been seen or not 1 and 3 weeks ago.
Overall age-related effects
Generally, more BOLD activity was found in the older compared with the younger group. This pattern varied by session and emotion. The most pronounced age difference was seen for Session 3 in posterior areas, notably the precuneus, which is known to be involved in imagery processes and episodic retrieval (Huijbers et al., 2011) . Two invariant patterns were observed across the different conditions: Older individuals systematically activated HC more than the young, whereas PFC over-or under-activation in aging was generally not evidenced. The latter result goes against many studies on age-related differences in functional brain activity, particularly in episodic memory, often showing more recruitment of PFC in aging (Rajah and D'Esposito, 2005) . This may be due to the fact that, unlike most previous assessments, the retrieval sessions here were delayed, making the task more difficult, even for younger subjects, as substantiated by the recruitment of left PFC in the main effect of successful retrieval ( Figure 3A) . More HC activity is a rare finding in normal aging, although it has been shown in persons with mild cognitive impairment (Putcha et al., 2011) : Over-activation, in that case, was seen as compensatory for structural MTL deterioration. As no evident hippocampal atrophy was found, the over-recruitment of the old found here may be due to the length of the retention interval and accompanying increase in difficulty. One study showed that increased cognitive demands during an associative encoding task increased both PFC and HC activity similarly in younger and older adults (Leshikar et al., 2010) , corroborating the hypothesis that task difficulty, due to the length of retention interval, resulted in minimal age differences in PFC activity and slightly increased HC activity in the older group.
Right amygdala activity in older adults after 3 weeks of retention for successful recognition of negative scenes
While AMG engagement during perception and encoding of negative stimuli is well established (Murty et al., 2010; Sabatinelli et al., 2011) , its involvement during emotional episodic retrieval is not obvious, and even less so during successful retrieval. The present study, in which an event-related fMRI design was used, showed that over the two groups, right AMG activity was present for successful retrieval of negative scenes but not for neutral scenes ( Figure 3C ). Within-group analyses further showed that left AMG displayed more activity during successful recognition of negative in comparison with neutral scenes in younger adults ( Figure 3A) , with a modulation effect according to session (Figure 4) , whereas no significant effect of emotion on AMG activity could be demonstrated in older adults. When considering the retrieval sessions separately over the two groups, an effect of negative emotion was revealed after 3 weeks of retention in right AMG, but not after 1 week (Figure 3B) . Thus, AMG activity was specifically involved in successful long-term retrieval of negative scenes (Dolcos et al., 2005) . Examining the effect of emotion for Session 3 further revealed that this effect was mainly driven by the older adults, who showed a significant difference for this session between successful negative and neutral scene recognition ( Figure 5A) . Specifically, after a long delay, right AMG was especially activated during successful retrieval of negative scenes in older individuals, suggesting that automatic mechanisms, as mediated by AMG, may be activated after a certain time in older adults during successful recognition of negative information. Although the positive correlation observed in this group between AMG activity and discrimination of negative scenes was only at trend level, significant positive associations found in the younger group support the hypothesis of AMG involvement in recognition memory of negative scenes after 1 and 3 weeks of retention. For the older group, however, it is difficult to state that increased right AMG activity for successfully recognized negative scenes compared with neutral scenes subtended a delayed negativity effect: Considering the discrimination findings, although performance seemed to stabilize compared to S2 in the old, and normalize compared to the younger group, the fact that performance was low prevents firm conclusions. However, a beneficial effect of AMG activity on performance can be hypothesized when considering hits only, where the negativity effect appeared at S3 in the older group (see also Gavazzeni et al., 2012) .
VLPFC involvement during successful recognition of negative scenes
An interaction between Age and Session for successful recognition of negative scenes was observed in right VLPFC (and left VLPFC at a more liberal threshold): activity in this region decreased from S2 to S3 in the younger group, while it increased in the older group. In other words, VLPFC was engaged in the younger, but not older adults at S2, while it was engaged at S3 in the older but not in the younger group (Figure 5B) . Right VLPFC has been shown to play a role in response inhibition and selective attention (Aron et al., 2003 (Aron et al., , 2004 , especially in relation to episodic memory retrieval (Kuhl et al., 2007 (Kuhl et al., , 2008  for review see Anderson and Weaver, 2009) , where this region is thought to select the correct representation among several plausible alternatives (by inhibiting irrelevant options). Given the nature of the task (yes-no recognition with targets and lures), the latter function seems plausible. In the younger group, left and right VLPFC were activated at S2 (not at S3), and activity in these regions was positively correlated with AMG activity, but only left VLPFC was correlated with performance. This suggests a direct contribution of left VLPFC to performance, and an indirect beneficial effect of right VLPFC on performance, via AMG, whose activity was positively linked to successful recognition of negative scenes ( Table 3) . The same conclusion can be drawn for HC: at S2, only left HC was correlated with performance, suggesting a direct contribution to performance, and the significant correlations between right HC and AMG (as well as left and right VLPFC) may indicate an indirect contribution of these right-lateralized structures on performance via AMG activity. If we consider theoretical models on hemispheric asymmetries, left structures being more involved in episodic and/or verbal processes and right structures being more engaged in visual processes (Kalpouzos and Nyberg, 2010) , our findings suggest a direct contribution of episodic/verbal processes subserved by left Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org VLPFC and HC on successful recognition, and indirect contribution of the contralateral structures subserving visual mechanisms via the right AMG, which directly contributed to successful recognition of negative scenes. Also, and as aforementioned in Section "Overall Age-Related Effects," increased task difficulty due to long retention interval may have been a factor of the involvement of left brain areas, directly influencing performance via additional episodic, verbal-related processes.
In the older group, activity in VLPFC was delayed in comparison with the younger group, as activity was seen only at S3. Nonetheless, at S3, no significant correlation was seen between VLPFC and AMG activity, and performance did not correlate with VLPFC activity in the old. Hence, increased activity in VLPFC in the older group did not seem to play a role during successful recognition of negative scenes, and may therefore reflect a failed attempt of either compensation or emotion regulation, which is in disagreement with previous studies where PFC activity in older adults was interpreted as compensatory (Murty et al., 2009) or reflecting increased regulation of emotional processes (St Jacques et al., 2009a ). This does not exclude the hypothesis of increased regulation of emotion at encoding (Mather, 2012) . Nevertheless, the absence of correlation between AMG and VLPFC activity in the old is partly in line with St Jacques et al. 's (2009b) functional connectivity findings, where a decrease in functional connectivity between AMG and VLPFC was found in older compared with younger adults, but an increase in functional connectivity between AMG and dorsolateral PFC. These differences highlight the need to consider age effects on different regions of the PFC (see also Ebner et al., 2012 for an investigation of a differential involvement of dorso-and ventro-medial PFC in emotion in younger and older adults; for review, see Mather, 2012) .
Interestingly, interhemispheric correlations suggest a preserved age-related functional connectivity between left and right HC, but a functional disconnection between contralateral VLPFC areas, the latter indicating reduced interhemispheric information flow between these anterior regions. Anterior callosal integrity has been shown to be crucial for interhemispheric functional connectivity of the frontal lobes (Davis et al., 2012) . Age-related structural deterioration of the corpus callosum may contribute to the observed diminished relationship between activity in left and right VLPFC as observed in the present study. Future studies combining fMRI and Diffusion Tensor Imaging in emotional pictorial memory could address this hypothesis.
BRAIN CORRELATES OF SUCCESSFUL, FALSE, AND TRUE RECOGNITION OF NEGATIVE SCENES IN OLDER ADULTS
Similar regions were engaged during successful recognition (as assessed using the H − M contrast) and false recognition (FA − CR), including left VLPFC, middle-posterior cingulate and HC at S2, and left lateral parietal cortex at S2 and S3 (Figure 6 ). Left VLPFC has been associated with retrieval of semantic information (Tulving et al., 1994) , contributing to episodic memory retrieval (see also Aging Effects on the Neural Substrates of LongTerm Successful Retrieval of the present discussion). The fact that the direct comparison between hits and FA did not show differential activity in this region suggests that, in both successful and false recognition, left VLPFC is linked to semantic operations during episodic retrieval by providing categorical or general information, but does not, in the present case, contribute to true recognition. Failure to find significant correlations between left VLPFC activity and accurate recognition in the old group partly substantiate this interpretation (Table 3) .
Brain areas differentially activated for successful and false recognitions were mostly seen at S3. Lateral occipito-temporal cortex was more activated for H than for FA for negative scenes in the older group. This region has been previously shown to be specific to sensory-perceptual processing of detail that enables recognition of negative stimuli based on recollection (Mickley and Kensinger, 2008) . Contrary to S2, at S3 left HC activity was more pronounced during successful in comparison with false recognition (Figure 6) , which does not support previous findings where no HC activity difference was found between true and false memories (Cabeza et al., 2001 ). The HC has been shown to be involved in recollection rather than familiarity-based retrieval in episodic memory (Suchan et al., 2008) . Moreover, the study by Suchan et al. showed consistent HC activity for recollection at immediate retrieval but also after 3-and 6-week retention intervals. In line with the hypothesis that false recognitions are more likely to be based on general features rather than on perceptual detail, these findings suggest that some brain areas such as the HC and lateral occipitotemporal areas whose activity also differed between hits and FA may reflect a dissociation between recollection and familiaritybased retrieval. Toward this end, the marked increase of FA for negative scenes in the older participants could be due to impairment in recollection processes (Comblain et al., 2004) . Besides the aforementioned brain areas whose activity distinguished between successful and false recognition, the temporo-parietal junction, which is a main substrate of bottom-up attention to memory for detection of relevant information (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Cabeza et al., 2008 ) also characterized true recognition.
We did not find more activity in AMG for false recognitions in comparison with CR, and no difference was revealed in the direct comparison between hits and FA, which indicates that AMG activity is not modulated by memory accuracy. However, one study showed left AMG activity during successful recognition of negative items but not during false recognitions, supporting the hypothesis that AMG may be involved in accurate recognition of visual detail (Kensinger and Schacter, 2007) . Other studies also found more AMG activity for successfully retrieved items based on recollection rather than familiarity Dolcos et al., 2005) . It is possible that our analyses lacked statistical power. An alternative explanation may be that our analyses were conducted on the older group only, where gray-matter loss in left AMG was found, which may have induced dysfunction of this structure. Nonetheless, setting a more liberal threshold in our analyses (p < 0.05, uncorrected) indeed revealed more bilateral AMG activity for negative H than for negative FA (Table 4) .
Thus, all regions highlighted in the direct comparison between successful and false recognition at S3 have been shown to have a role in retrieval based on recollection processes. A reason why these regions showed differential activity at S3 and not at S2 may be that, after long delays of retention, negative scenes are recognized based on recollection of detail, although the number of accurately recognized items has diminished. This hypothesis finds support
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CONCLUSION
After delays of 1 and 3 weeks, an increased rate of false recognitions that was specific to negative scenes canceled out, in both younger and older adults, the negativity effect present for hits only. This effect was more pronounced in older adults, who nonetheless showed right AMG engagement during successful recognition of negative compared to neutral scenes, after 3 weeks delay of retention, possibly reflecting activation of relatively automatic processes during negative emotional retrieval. In the older adults, the significant higher discrimination of neutral, relative to negative scenes could be interpreted as an enhancement of the positivity effect, which overall supports Socioemotional selectivity theory. However, inclusion of positive scenes in future investigations would be more optimal to study the two sides of the effect (positive and negative, relative to neutral). A direct comparison of activity related to successful and false recognition of negative scenes after the 3-week delay in older adults showed that regions that have been related to recollection rather than familiarity (HC and lateral occipito-temporal cortex) were more engaged for hits, indicating consolidation and true recognition of detail for negative scenes. Future studies should confirm this possibility by assessing recollection vs. familiarity in the present task situation. Another important issue raised by this study is the need to control for the semantic relatedness between targets and lures, as emotional items are in general, and particularly in the IAPS database, more likely to be grouped into categories than neutral items, which can dramatically modify memory accuracy. This issue becomes even more critical in event-related fMRI paradigms, where many items are to be used. Increased activity in VLPFC in older adults during successful recognition of negative scenes after 3 weeks retention was not related to performance or AMG activity, rejecting the hypothesis of successful compensation or emotion regulation at retrieval via VLPFC in aging. However, future studies should specifically address functional connectivity differences in aging during retrieval of emotional information between MTL and prefrontal regions. All the present findings hold for transient brain activity, and thus need to be validated by future investigations. 
APPENDIX
